**Abstract**

Thank you to those who reviewed in 2018 for *Advances in Radiation Oncology*.

**Appreciation of 2018 Peer Reviewers**

On behalf of the journal, the American Society for Radiation Oncology (ASTRO), and the scientific community, the Editors would like to express sincere appreciation for individuals that reviewed manuscripts for *Advances in Radiation Oncology* in 2018. The hours of evaluating scholarship not only improve individual manuscripts but increase the scientific rigor of future research in radiation oncology. Many of the peer reviewers listed below went above and beyond by reviewing three or more manuscripts for our journal, and those are shown in bold italics. The overall contributions in 2018 resulted in 436 individual reviews of 493 manuscripts. Kudos! We look forward to 2019 being a year of exciting advances, and to facilitating the accessibility of scientific findings for our community and the broader public.
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